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Hi.I got this problem that my corel draw x7 is not exporting all sitest to pdf. I have got 5 sites. It only exports 1. Previous it exported all sites now after ive tried with filters and to save with different formats. Any ideas? What's the standard way of importing into Photoshop CS6? Yesterday we got hold of a set of brochures that we need to insert into our branding and have never touched a Photoshop
before. Can anyone recommend any other software that I could use for designing brochures or flyer? . does anyone know if corel draw x7 10 can be used to write RTF text? I'm trying to write some motivational, inspirational text into a flow chart format and it seems to be a royal PITA. How Do i get these pages to look half as good in corel draw? I can't figure out how to get the colors and look of

pages in the library to match the final pdf that I will be making. CorelDraw X7. Hi all, I am new to corel draw. It have to much features that am not able to understand. I have basic and advance skills, but corel draw is very difficult for me. Is it same in advance? I have almost the same issue with my office 2008. I left Office 2003, so I have to start all over again with new software. The issue is that I
cannot find the Report or the Graph Builder (for Excel Reporting) menu. I did not find it under Product Menu. corel draw x7 hotmail How do I get a hyperlink with a color to change on web pages? in corel draw the duplicates are numbered 20 times only. It happens only if a user creates a large panel with objects. I had this problem with a large amount of objects, so it took me quite a bit of time to get

it sorted out. I could not find any way to automate a merge tool, but perhaps it could be written into a macro. How can I copy a scaled object in Corel Draw? I used to have the ability to click on a colored and transparent object, and drag and drop it to another place. I can do this with the "all" tool in photoshop, and I can drag and drop a scaled object, but in Corel Draw, I can't seem to do this. I could
find no way to get some of my objects to make a preset size of
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